Miracle will take care of your used containers

'Intrepid' will take care of your turf weeds

'Intrepid' is a new cost-effective selective weedkiller that can be applied throughout the growing season. It's powerful three-way mixture will control many broad-leaved weeds in turf. And unlike some turf herbicides, repeat applications are possible should new weeds germinate or deep-rooted weeds regrow during the season.

Good buy, 'Intrepid'

Miracle will take care of your used containers

Empty pesticide containers are no longer a problem. In conjunction with a registered waste disposal contractor, Miracle Professional offer a free service on the UK mainland for all Miracle (ICI/Zeneca Professional Products) labelled containers. Envirogreen Ltd will collect and dispose of your empties in full compliance with legal requirements.

READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY: USE PESTICIDES SAFELY.

Part of Miracle Garden Care Ltd.
opment of healthy fine turf. See our complete range of dressing for the new millennium.

Jacobsen E-Z-GO Textron – Stand W19 – are pleased to announce that they will once again be at the SALTEX Exhibition at Windsor this year. Their stand will show a wide range of products for the Amenity, Groundcare and Horticultural market.

The products on show include a range of grass-cutting machinery ranging from the Pedestrian Green Mower Range through to the large ride-on rotary the HRS111.

New this year will be the New Electric Greens King which makes its debut at the show. Also on show will be a range of E-Z-GO products including Golf Cars, People Movers and Utility Trucks.

Alongside the existing range of grass-cutting machinery will be a range of Top Dressing Machines from Turfco and also a range of Smithco Bunker Rakes.

The stand this year will exhibit a wide range of tractors from Iseki, this range includes smaller mid-mount rotary riders, out front rotary mowers and tractors ranging from 15-63hp. Also on show from Iseki will be a brand new range of tractors, not exhibited previously in the UK.

Mower Accessories Ltd – Stand H10-11 – are now one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of bottom blades, rotary blades and cutting cylinders. They manufacture the most comprehensive range of these items in Britain, at their factory in Sheffield.

They now supply world wide with the inclusion of the USA for the first time in 1997 Mower Accessories Ltd will be exhibiting a cross range of products at SALTEX and look forward to meeting greenkeepers, buyers and grass cutting equipment maintenance engineers on their stand.

Rhône-Poulenc Amenity – Stand P2 – old faithful Super Mosstro is new and improved for SALTEX with the addition of a 17 L/ha recommendation for hard surfaces and a dichlorophen content of 360 g/L. Super Mosstro will also control the important problem disease, red thread.

Don’t get caught out again this year with leather jacket problems. Come along to the stand to find out how new Crossfire 480 could be your ideal solution.

Sovereign Turf Ltd – Stand F28/29 – the first grower to offer TGA Approved Quality Turf, will be returning to SALTEX. The complete range of Sovereign Turf products will be displayed along with an exciting new natural grass product Sovereign SIG (Solutions In Grass) which is being launched at SALTEX. Sovereign have always produced turf for Landscaping, Golf, Winter Sports and amenity applications. However SIG satisfies the unique requirements of a market consisting of Exhibition Stand Designers, Film and Photographic Set producers. With its unique features, SIG is also the obvious choice for areas normally difficult to access with conventional turf eg. roof gardens or steep sloping banks. For more details contact Steve Williams on 01603 746229.

TIL Irrigation Ltd – Stand E16 – will be showing a range of new innovative products and services that will further enhance its position as a leading supplier to the sports, amenity and landscaping industry.

Creative sports and play surfaces will be displayed, with examples of work completed throughout the country, bringing new levels of creativity and striking visual effect at a realistic price. All designs are unique and
Exhibiting at SALTEX 97 on Stand H35/36

* The Dunlop All Weather Mat System
* The new Circular All Weather Mat
* GM Flooring for all weather tees, pathways, patios, spike bars and changing rooms

ALSO PRESENTING

GM CLASSIC COURSE FURNITURE
Includes a range of log furniture, tee markers, benches, seed boxes and litter bins

G M UK Ltd
42 Hillsview Road, Southport, Merseyside PR8 3PN
Tel: 01704 571271 Fax: 01704 571272

TRILO
1966 1997

VACUUM SWEEPERS
First in the field. Still out in front.
For speedy, efficient and economical collection of grass cuttings, leaves and litter, Trilo's SG 400 is the perfect solution. From golf courses to recreation grounds, this versatile machine is ideally suited to all applications.

There are now nine models in the Trilo range, and with numerous options available, you can trust Trilo to make your job easier and more efficient. For hire or sales contact:

MJT Contracts Ltd
Wadebridge Farm, Landwade, Exning, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 7NE
Tel: (01638) 720123.
Fax: (01638) 720128

MULTI • CORE
AERATORS LTD
See us at SALTEX Stand P30

THE AERATION EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
MC10 1.0m and MC15 1.5m
Variable spacing with a large choice of tine sizes
Easy depth adjustment – no tools required
Fully floating turf holders
FULLY GUARDED TO CURRENT CE LEGISLATION
MC20 2.0m available from September

MULTI • CORE
AERATORS LTD
6 Chestnut End, Boston Spa, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 6JG
Tel/Fax: 01937 843281
Mobile: 0374 488508
TAKE YOUR TEES AND GREENS INTO THE 21ST CENTURY

Top quality turf established at nursery - 1.2m x 1.2m Modules, 280mm deep, of high density polyethylene

Channels for underground, ambient, heated or cooled pressurised air flow. Linked by latest sensor and computer technology to ensure optimum environment for maximum grass and root growth

75mm deep side walls fold down when pallets are connected on site

Channels for natural or vacuum drainage, also sub-irrigation right to where the roots require moisture

TOP QUALITY NATURAL GRASS IN A MODULAR PLASTIC TURF TRAY

For further information, and distributors in your area, please contact:

SYSTEMATRIX LTD
DRAYTON ROAD, NEWTON LONGVILLE, MILTON KEYNES MK17 0BU
TEL: 44 (0) 1908 370077 FAX: 44 (0) 1908 374889
use Supaturf's own Arena coating that are environmentally safe.

The full range of EvenSpray spreaders will be on show, and there will be a special show offer on salt spreaders in preparation for winter.

For those smaller spraying jobs, there will be the Evensprey 2000, the latest development from Supaturf, which works from a battery system that can allow 2 1/2 hours of continuous spraying on a single charge.

Joining the world beating Primer 604 matrix flow soil surfactant, is AquaDoc, the fast acting problem solving surfactant that offers fast recovery for fine turf problems such as dry patch.

**Toro Commercial Products**

- **Stand W50** - Leading the line-up of new products from Toro Commercial Products is an innovative rotary mowing deck called Contour 82. There is also a petrol-driven version of the company's highly popular Greensmaster 3200 greens mower, as well as an addition to Toro's Sand Pro range of bunker maintenance vehicles, the Sand Pro 3020.

The contour 82 Deck is for the well-known Toro Groundsmaster 3000 power unit and delivers a superior quality of cut while solving specific problems, such as scalping, that face operators mowing contoured turf with existing rotary mowers.

The petrol-powered Greensmaster 3200 is the latest introduction to Toro's top-selling GR 3000 Series greens mowers. Its features an exceptionally quiet 16hp, water-cooled Briggs & Stratton Vanguard engine. In all other respects the ride-on triple mower is the same high standard specification and performance capabilities of its 3200-D diesel counterpart.

Toro is improving its popular Sand Pro range of bunker vehicles by introducing the new three-wheel-drive Sand Pro 3020. The latest model incorporates major improvements over its predecessor in the stable, drawn from the top-of-the-range Sand Pro 5000. For further customer information or to arrange for a machine demonstration telephone 01480 476971 or fax 01480 216167.

**Electric Irrigation** - In October 1995 Simon Hills decided to become a self employed irrigation engineer. "Many greenkeepers remember me as just an electrician sorting the various problems with control equipment, however since starting my company Electric Irrigation I have been involved in various complete installations around the country and overseas. My advert in Greenkeeper International August issue show that I can now offer a better service with full CAD design and Case 460 mole plough for the installations," explained Simon.

**Ultra Plant (Incorporating)**

**Surrey Grass Care** - Stand - Demo area A 8,9,22,23 - the Ultra Plant range of Top dressers will again be shown working at Windsor. This year the nitrogen each discharge system will be demonstrated. The well proven UB40 pedestrian spreader, UB50 Ultra Spreaders and UB60 bulk spreader will be on show. The range is completed with the HI40 and LT322 2-wheel drive and LT324 4-wheel drive triple machines will also be on display. These three machines all incorporate a hinged access system to the fuel tanks and engine, making servicing quick and easy. Among the featured machines is the 3200 Series greens mower. Its features a 48hp high output engine and is built to the same rigorous standards as all Hayter machines. The recently launched LT322 2-wheel drive and LT324 4-wheel drive triple machines will also be on display. These three machines all incorporate a hinged access system to the fuel tanks and engine, making servicing quick and easy. Among the featured machines is the FM514 Fairway Mower, complete with its optional collection units. Hayter always offer high quality service for all sports turf, land...

**OCTIS Irrigation (UK) Limited** - Stand Q6 - are irrigation experts with a referral driven reputation in system design, manufacture, supply, installation and service for all sports turf, land...

**HYDROscape UK** - Stand - 40 - are irrigation experts with a referral driven reputation in system design, manufacture, supply, installation and service for all sports turf, land...

**Otterbine Water Management Products**

- **Ponds and lakes are constantly in danger of changing from an asset into an eyesore, a situation accelerated by decomposing leaves, grass clippings, algae and weeds.**

To treat the causes of poor water quality, Otterbine aerators enrich and circulate the water with oxygen to naturally speed up the bio-degrading process of organic waste and algae. Available in a wide range of options for both surface and sub-surface aeration, the units are the cost effective answer to the provision and maintenance of cleaner, odour free water.

**Just supply oxygen.**

For more information call 01425 476261.
AFTER

SEE HOW YOU CAN TRANSFORM YOUR GOLF COURSE!

SURE STEP is a patented sand filled synthetic carpet system which provides a tough pathway surface, while maintaining a natural green sward appearance.

- COST EFFECTIVE
- LOW MAINTENANCE
- AVAILABLE WITH FULL FITTING SERVICE OR FOR SELF INSTALLATION
- CAN BE LAID ONTO SEVERE SLOPES
- WILL WITHSTAND SPIKE PENETRATION
- LIFE ESTIMATED AT 6-8 YEARS

The Way To Combat Ground Erosion

To request your product information pack please contact:

DURA-SPORT LTD, UNIT 12, CORNWALL BUSINESS CENTRE, CORNWALL ROAD, SOUTH WIGSTON, LEICESTERSHIRE LE18 4XH

TELEPHONE 0116 277 0899. FAX 0116 277 0433. Sure Step is protected by VHAF Patent No. 0174755

Also suppliers of: Synthetic Golf Mats, Golf Course Driving Platform, Synthetic Golf Putting/Pitching Greens.
scape and amenity areas. OCMIS are also specialists in the refurbishment and upgrading of existing systems.

OCMIS are distributors for Rainbird, Buckner & Hunter and can supply and service other makes of equipment. Throughout the United Kingdom, OCMIS stack MDPE & UPVC pressure pipe, associated fittings, pumping units, electric cable and mobile irrigation systems.

OCMIS, unique in house design capabilities, ensure that the requirements of each client are individually met and that each project is given independent attention. For more information or a no obligation survey and design contact OCMIS Irrigation (UK) Ltd. Based in Reading E84 - is showing its extensive ProSport range of root zones, top dressings and sports ground sands.

There are four root zones in the ProSport range including golf course bunkers, equestrian riding surfaces, grey iron rage, comprising both solutions and simplified on-screen instructions to provide ET-based schedules and advanced flow management. With Nimbus Quick StartTM, users easily start-up the software and are able to build their first customised program step by step. Maxi NimbusTM, uses Microsoft WindowsTM '95. With advanced built-in features to maximise your irrigation efficiency, Nimbus will put you in control of your irrigation system in record time. From tees to greens, this feature-rich, user-friendly system will optimise water use, reduce input costs and prolong the life of your hardware.

Eagle Promotions Ltd - Stand B56 - will be presenting its extensive range of Quality Golf Course Signage based on its Photocast Zinc Product.

Come and discuss with us the many different ways of portraying your golf hole information using methods that will continue to enhance your golf course through the passage of time. The zinc plate is weatherproof and has a traditional feel of quality which creates a truly exceptional signage system whether it be for tee signs or general signs. The Etching is a photographic process therefore we can achieve very high resolution when using your club logos or hole diagrams. For more information call Philip McInley 01883 344244.

Amazone Ground Care – Stand B11 – will be launching the Profi Hopper ride-on flail collector, the company’s entry into this sector of the market. A multi-operation machine, the Profi Hopper’s 1.2 metre-wide cutting head incorporates Amazone’s patented flail attachment system, where the blades are simply hooked over a series of shackles rings on the rotor. Operator comfort and convenience is enhanced by a walk-through platform, a seat fully adjustable for leg length, rake and ride and ergonomic control layout. A 20 litre capacity diesel tank minimises refuelling time and the engine and hydraulics are easily accessible for service. Routine maintenance is simplified by the fitting of a cartridge-type air cleaner and hinged radiator screen. A sliding cover gives quick access to the flail head components.

Amenity Technology – Stand D71 - The SALTEX show marks the continued expansion of the Amenity Technology range with the addition of an extensive iron rage, comprising both soluble and liquid iron with or without sulphur and also introducing Drencher Fe, formulated liquid iron and wetting agent. Also being launched at the show is INDICATOR spray pattern indicator. Available in water soluble packets or in liquid form, INDICATOR leaves the turf with a natural green.

To view the future of amenity products today, visit Amenity Technology on stand D71.

Liquid Sod – Stand A50 – is exhibiting its new, revolutionary, recently launched Inflatable Growing Dome; and it is anticipated that other companies will be demonstrating their machinery beneath the Dome’s protection – particularly if the weather is inclement. Come and see for yourself just how spacious the Inflatable Dome is inside, providing plenty of room for work to be undertaken on turfgrass – all year round; also see for yourself just how versatile the Dome is for all kinds of uses – not just for turfgrass growing/renovation. For further information, telephone Liquid Sod on +44 (0)1963 251129 for fax +44 (0)1963251168.

Vitax – Stand FS45-56 – is launching a number of new exciting products at SALTEX 97, these will feature four new additional turf fertilisers in the key Range, and three new water soluble fertilisers in a new Vitaturf Range.

One of the most successful recent additions to the Vitax Sport Amenity Range is Seaturf Soluble, a natural seaweed extract that is 100% soluble. Come along to the Vitax stand and see how this product can now be tank mixed with 50/50 Soluble Iron, using the new Vitax Tank Mixing Agent.

The new 1998 Sport product brochure will also be available, plus other new informative literature.

Turf Care Machinery Ltd – Stand D1 was established in early 1997. The main services we provide are machinery hire, from Verti-drains to hydrojects, from...
Making the Ryder Cup team is very competitive. Unless, of course, you're a golf car.

To be perfectly honest, there are only a few competitors in the golf car business. At Club Car, we simply strive to outperform ourselves each year. That's much harder than it sounds. But it's exactly why we're the leader throughout the world. And it's why we're the official golf car of the 1997 Ryder Cup by Johnnie Walker at Valderrama.

Golf's driving force.
Happiness... is an irrigation system called OCMIS

OCMIS IRRIGATION

HEAD OFFICE 01460 241939
MIDLANDS 01789 414604
NORTHERN 01924 453102
SCOTLAND 0131 220 2102

- hollow corers to top dressers; a full spraying service for any size area, from fairways to spot treatment for plantations etc; as well as providing a construction and maintenance department, which can maintain the smallest of areas to the largest of golf courses.

With experience on European Golf Tour Venues you can be sure you will receive the best possible service. We formed the company because we felt that prices being charged for these services were out of hand, and it is our main aim to reduce these costs to a minimum, so as to make them more affordable to everyone.

Kubota – Stand W40 – extends tractor-matched implement range. The UK's leading supplier of compact tractors and ride-on mowers, Kubota, will be unveiling at SALTEX '97 a number of important new additions to its expanding line-up of tractor-matched implements.

Extending Kubota's range of rear-mounted rotary mowers are four new finishing mowers designed to produce an excellent cut both on formal and semi-formal areas of grass, for example, within parks and golf courses. Designated the TSM model, the PTO-powered mowers are available with cutting widths of 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m and 2.3m (48in, 60in, 72in and 90in).

Kubota’s second new implementation introduction comprises a four model range of robust topdressers developed for work on rougher, longer grass as found in paddocks, orchards and forest rides.

The final new Kubota implementation introductions for SALTEX '97 are four steel-bodied trailers with capacities from 500kg to 3,500kg (1,100lb – 7,700lb).

SALTEX '97 will also mark the first public appearance of Kubota Credit – a joint finance venture established between Kubota UK Ltd and ING Turfcare Finance to meet the funding needs of Kubota owners and operators in four distinct sectors – turf care, estate management, amenity management and landscape and growing.

RTS – Stand A18 – last year's winner of Turf Management's New Product Award, Little John Hydraulic-driven scarifier, is worth seeing. This unique machine is proving a real winner with users. Together with its extensive range of attachments it is a highly versatile and cost effective piece of equipment.

When it comes to aeration and relieving compaction, a new 1.72 metre fine turf tractor-mounted slitter joins the already successful Big Willy pedestrian aerator and Hercules, a 1.5 metres linkage mounted version.

This new model can be used either on a compact tractor up to 30hp or all the current turf tractors available in the UK.

All RTS turf machinery has been developed through working closely with greenkeepers and groundsmen and is designed to efficiently carry out the task with the minimum of maintenance and give a lifetime of service.

Ransomes – Stand V15 – a comprehensive line-up of grass cutting and turf care equipment and compact tractors to suit every professional need awaits visitors to the Ransomes’ stand V15.

SALTEX '97 will mark the unveiling by Ransomes of six models from its brand-new range of tractors for the turf and grounds maintenance industry. In addition to the new compact tractors, Ransomes will be presenting a number of other new items of equipment at SALTEX '97 alongside its established range of professional mowers and turf maintenance machinery. The company will be joined on its stand by three appointed dealers; Ernest Doe & Sons Ltd, ET Breakwell Ltd and TH White Ltd.

SISIS Equipment (Macclesfield) Limited – Stand R1 – have extended its stand at SALTEX this year to accommodate all the new introductions that will be on display, including new aerators, new sprayer and new turf vehicle. Start your visit to SALTEX on Stand R1 to see the very latest in sports turf maintenance machinery.

Huxley's – Stand E13 – sure to be a "Star" attraction at SALTEX, the new Huxley Greensstar is the only British made ride-on greens mower. Like its stablemate, the
Get your grass off to a healthy start
next spring and ensure maximum
recovery this autumn

with one application of

Sierrablen® Autumn/Winter
Controlled Release Fertilisers

Photograph taken at The Oxfordshire Golf Club
highlights spring carryover from previous autumn
application of Sierrablen 15.0.29

Sierrablen® NK Sierrablen® NK – Fine
15.0.22+Fe 15.0.29

For use on tees, fairways, approaches, wear
areas, surrounds and new course “grow in”

Features:
♦ Scotts’ unique resin and Poly S technology
♦ Temperature controlled release mechanism (see graph)
♦ Coarse or fine granules to suit cutting height
♦ Safe to use and easy to apply
♦ Spreader setting chart available.

SEE US AT SALTEX ON STAND E1

For more details contact Scotts UK Ltd, Salisbury House, Weyside Park, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1XE. Tel: 0870 6039146

The Scotts company is a leading researcher, manufacturer and marketer of products for consumer, do-it-yourself lawn care and gardening, professional turf care and commercial horticulture.